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"Africa can't help us; mey've

been a recipient of our help and need
us." This is a common mindset in

America and the West, rooted in a

dehumanizing perspective from the
past coupled with the effects of wealth
and pride of our culture today. Pete

Ondeng, however, recently reminded
us: "It is true that w·e need to change
Westerners' way of thinking about
Africa, but most importantly. we
need to change Africa's thinking
about Africa."

Pete Ondeng's life. ision. and

message challenges the traditional
one-sided relationship between A frica
and the West not with a new program.
a new paradigm, or even a new MDG
(millennium development goal), but
rather with a call to remember that

small acts of love as individuals hold

the power to transform this world.
This vision certainly came across
in his address to the campus during
Monday's chapel,

During the lunch hour, Ondeng
responded to many big questions
posed by students on issues related
to development approaches, spiritual
poverty, and the MDGs. One

subject that seemed to pop up more
than once was that of the MDGs'

distance to the hearts of everyday
change-agents. Elaborating on this
last observation. Ondeng remarked

FtED:

"Substance is Enduring, Form is Ephemeral"
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Pete Ondeng called Houghton to remember thar small acts of love hold tlic
power to trans.lorm ihe world.

in Chapel and again in the dining
room that "a goal is something you

pursue w'ith conviction, something
you believe." Though frustrated with
how the MDGs were established-

in conference rooms amidst 16fty
humanitarian charter-more than

a decade ago. he believes that they
absolutely would work. but not apart
from understanding what a true goal,
mentioned previously, really consists
of. In development. and in the case
of the MDGs. is the political will
even there? if it is. it has been lost

in translation between the people in

need on the ground and the policy-
makers at the top. Somewhere in the
middle the connection is sewred,

and the goals become orphaned.
"Who's goals are they? - he asked.
Ondeng believes this is a result of
losing sight of the small things each
individual has the poner to do,
and supporting original. grassroots
goals. His message is certainly one
of empowerment.

When asked, -How can we

Ondeng cont'd on page 2

Public Demonstrations Changing Governments and
Creating Tension in North Africa and the Middle East

BY KYLE JOHNSON

Over the past several weeks.
a series of remarkable public
demonstrations spreading throughout
North Africa and the Middle East

has forced leaders out of power and
created general unrest.

These demonstrations began in
Tunisia. Christopher Alexander of
Foreign Policy reported that "the
last two weeks of 2010 witnessed the

most dramatic wave of social unrest

in Tunisia since the 1980s." rooted

in frustration over largely economic
problems and "the government's
heavy-handedness." The protests
began in December with a public
attempted suicide, and by Jan. 15,
President Zinc El Abidine Ben Ali

had fled to Saudi Arabia.

In a Foreign Policy opinion
piece, Tom Malinowski argued that
WikiLeaks seems to have played
at least some role in inspiring the

protests in Tunisia through State
Department cable leaks revealing
»the rottenness of the regime" and
showing the Tunisians that the United
States wouldn't necessarily -back

Ben Ali to the bloody end.-
The unrest quickly spread to

Egypt.

Dan Murphy of the Christian
Science Monitor reported that similar
protests in Egypt were encouraged
by "the riveting images beamed into
millions of Egyptian homes of the
Tunisian uprising."

According to NPR. "poor

quality education, health care and
high unemployment have left large
numbers of Egyptians deprived of
basic needs." Protesters expressed
discontent with Hosni Mubarak,

employing phrases like "Revolution
until Victory!" or "Down with Hosni
Mubarak."

These Egyptian protests were
largely organized through online

social media, like Facebook.

According to Tom Finn at
The Guardian Jan. 25, "tens ot-

thousands of anti-gm ernment
protesters...clashed with police in
Cairo and other cities.-

Hosni Mubarak finally caved to
public pressure Feb. 11. when he
left the country.

Hayley Peterson at the

W'ashington Examiner described
current Egypt as "a gonernment-for-
the taking" and reported that this
fact -has some officials wondering
whether the Muslim Brotherhood or

al Qaeda could manage a takeoier
in Egypt."

Experts have given different
interpretations of these events,
Foreign policy expert Francis
Fukuyama, in an essay written for
the Wall Street Journal, contended

Middlp East cont'd on page 3

Executive Director of

Marketing and Communications

A*ers' Position

Filled by Tooley
BY COLLEEN JENNINGS

Elaine Toole>' u ah named Director

of Marketing and Communications.
on Tuesda>. filling the L acant position
[hat nas once filled b> Sharon M>er.
in the Ad,ancement Department.

MIer.4. Kho liad been the

Executne Director of Marketing
md Communications. left Houghton
Dec. 10 and is nou working at a
prtuate high school m Olean. A:u

York. Since that time. Houghton ha

been .earching for a replacement.

The deparrment received multiple
resumes and er en re-interviewed a

candidate they had prei iously looked
at before hiring Sharon Myers.
However. Bob Van Wicklin. Vice

President for Advancement, said that

it "didn't feel right.

It nas during this time ot
transition that Elaine Tooley, who
worked as a Communications and

Marketing Specialist under Myers.
'-rose to the occasion. Tooley took
the initiative and began to take over
responsibilities that had belonged
to Myers. Van Wieklin ni,ted how

important this was. sa> Ing thal
he -valued [initiative] more than
anything" in an employee. It nas
this initiatiue that led to offering
Toole>' the position. According
to Van Wicklin. it -made the most

sense.

-Sharon's departure did not mean
that the uork stopped.- said Tooley.

Tooley is a Houghton College
graduate. she even served as
Commissioner of Communications

of the Sli.,\ and earned her Master-s

degree in Marketing from St.
Bonaventure Universit>. She Is well
rounded and knows -the ins and

outs of marketing and Houghton."
according to Van U'icklin. making
her the perfect candidate for the
position.

Although Toole> is younger and
does not hai e as much experience in
the field as M> ers did. Van Wicklin
said that she has -potential to do
great things" and added that they are
'extremely happy to haie her.

The Director of Marketing
and Communications works with

branding, Press Relations. web
design, and anything that needs to be
designed. such as posters, business

Tooley cont'd on page 3
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Freedom of Speech: Drawing the Line
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BY KRISTEN PALMER

-Dresses like a streetwalker.-

-seems smarter than she actually is.
-a coniplete and utter jerk in all ways:
although academically OK. your child
has no other redeeming qualities."
-dunderhead." "rat-like," -nowhere

near as good as her sibling. are you
sure they're related?- and my person-

al favorite: 1 hear the trash company

is hiring." These comments. although
offensive. are not the most insolent

w·hen tossed around among friends.

They become downright egregious.
though. when being used to describe

a group of high schoolers...by their

English teacher.

30-year-old Natalie Munroe is cur-

rently suspended-u·ith pay--from
teaching and fighting to keep her job

al Central Bucks East High School.

located outside of- Philadelphia. af-

ter she wrotc a blog called "Where

are we going. and why are we in this
handbasket?" Some of the blog was,

innocent. as Monroe. in her 84 posts.
u rotc about things like the Food Net-

Hork und her faz orite Inoi K.. inter-

twa ned. though. were posts demeaning
to Central Bucks Faht High School ad-
ministration. her co-worker.. and her

students.

"When i wasi first reaching. 1 put

a lot of time and effort into the com-

merits because I felt it was a great wa>

to communicate the students' efforts.-

she wrote. referring to comments she

would leave for the parents of her siu-

dents. "Then it got to be a complete

pain...Also, as the kids get worse and
worse. 1 find that the canned com-

ments don't accurately express my
true sentiments about them." It was

after this that she began listing some
comments she believed more accu-

rately expressed her feelings toward

the teenagers.

Munroe started her blogging career

in August 2009 and began her year-
long rant about her students in the fol-
lowing month. The teacher wrote her

most offensive piece. posted Jan. 21,
2010, in the classroom, and students

stumbled across it over a year later.
Parents called school administrators

immediately and displayed "shock.

outrage. disappointment, disgust. and

anger." according to Principal Abram

Lucabaugh. The blog was removed
from the Internet. and Munroe from

the school.

What's ironic is Munroe told her

students over and over again to be

cautious when posting on the Inter-
net. Former students recalled Munroe

warning them against posting infor-

mation about drinking or other things

the students shouldnt be doing. "It
could get to the wrong people," she
said.

The outrage doesn't seem to faze
Munroe, though, or if it does. she
hides it weli. Although she never
wished to become an "educational

ieon." she said she hopes this in-
cident will open a conversation of

w'hy the students of today are so
unmotivated. She feels embarrassed

but lacks a necessary remorse when
something like this happens. 1 know

the type of teacher she is; we all
have had them-the teacher who

teaches to make money and resents
that she needs to work to do it.

High schoolers can be jerks, and

sure, teachers are saints for doing

what they do, but Munroe should
have vented to a close friend and not

to the World Wide Web. This is also

a lesson about the harmfulness of

the Internet.

As Americans, the First Amend-

ment protects our freecTom ofspeech.
There are exceptions, though, like

child pornography laws and the
Miller test for obscenity·, among oth-

ers. Perhaps protecting the feelings

of high school students, from their
own teachers, should be another.

Administrators are still investi-

gating the blog. and the decision to

fire or keep Munroe is pending. Fir-

ing Munroe wouidn't be the worst

thing in the world. she would only

be wjthout a job, which apparently,

she isn't too fond of anyway. And I

hear the trash company is hiring.

The World OUT There
BY CHRIS HARTLINE

CA
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1jk Citizens.Killed-hy Pirates

Four U.S. Citizens onbal*1 aSE-foot
private.yacht w**dm4 Iled yes-

etwo

o ing hp
eir ship was

k in the Ara-

b m e U.S. Navy
and had ship since
its hijacking otiations

for the An)eri

day when a roc ed "'- 
was fired at a Navy ship 
was heard on board the I-

can forces immediate
found that the four A

pirates were killed when U.Sorces

boarded the yacht and 13 others were

captured and taken into custody.
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Ondeng cont'd from page 1

invest in A frica?" Ondeng said with
simultaneous care and fen·or: "To

our Western Brothers and Sisters,

get off the '1'in gonna save Africa-

trip!" Al this. many of the students

in the dining room chuckled. but

at the same time groaned, perhaps

identifying with this mentality.

sadly too widespread in colleges
and churches in the States. He

went on to explain that "Africa

needs support, respect, and to

take responsibility for the issues

many countries face. Africa needs

collaboration and partnership at all
levels. and they need to lead the

way. taking ownership--not told
what to do." First and foremost,

outsiders need to learn how to help

them reach these responsibilities
and tackle them on their own. These

disconcerling and liberating words

spoken from an African man who

loves his continent dearly should

humble us. Still responding to the

question of meeting Africa's needs,
Ondeng said quietly, "Start with
yourself. There are needs to be met
outside Africa." As he commented

in Chapel: "Even though we

struggle with these issues that we
know are so real, God is asking,
'Where is your heart?"' Foi
Christians. we must remember that

the Gospel is the utmost message oi

empowerment.

Ondeng's dedication to actively

engage development practitioners
and anyone concerned with

methods of African development

was evident during Monday's

lecture focusing on the infant
nation of South Sudan.

It was an "incredible privilege'

that Ondeng could make it to

Houghton, said President Mullen

after the lecture. "The way he's

thinking-bringing new creativity

to age old problems-is the essence
of what Christian Liberal Arts is

today."
This creativity, alongside

collaboration, represents just

two things Ondeng stressed were

necessary to keep in mind as South

Sudan enters the development

process. Taking in jaw-dropping

specs on this country's arduous past

right up to the current adversity
South Sudan faces, those who

attended the lecture walked away

with a sense of Ondeng's firm

philosophy of development as
discussed above.

"He emphasized that we

need to influence the leaders [of

the country]," said 13-year-old
Jonathan Meilaender.

"It's important to remember that
small successes are still successes,'

added his father, Professor Peter

Meilaender, political science.
"There needs to be

accountability, not charity," said
Ondeng. For South Sudan and the
powers influencing its development
process, Ondeng has sound advice.
But for the students at lunch, he

reminded them of the example of
Jesus Christ, who stopped each step
of the way in His ministry to listen,
heal. and meet others in their need.

And step-by-step, He can lead us,

empowering us to do the same. *
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Change in Food Service Prompts Additional Meal Changes
BY EMILY RINEHART

This past summer, Houghton made
a major adjustment when it changed
its food service provider from Pioneer
Foods to Sodexo. Since then, there

have been additional changes in the
.cafeteria's appearance, set up, and
products, as well as changes in the
,service and selection at Big Al's. In
the coming fall semester, Sodexo will
be implementing further changes to
the way Houghton students are served
their meals. According to James
Ruoff, general manager of Sodexo at

Houghton, the upcoming changes are
,"driven by desire for flexibility."

Transfer meals will be removed

as an option and instead, each student
will receive $100 credit dn their

,student account, spendable at Big
Al's. Ruoff mentioned that in recent

years most schools have been moving
away from transfer-type meals due to
the many restrictions involved. The
flex money would allow a student to
spend as much as they wanted from
.that amount, when they wanted, on
any item on the menu instead of a

specific list of options. A few students
met with Ruoff to discuss their

concern that they would lose money
and while working out the numbers,
the group found that $100 flex would
allow students to make the most of

their meal plan.

Ruoff further expressed Sodexo's
desire to make Big Al's less of a
cafuteria setting and more of a -retail-
oriented space." Sodexo hopes to
explore different brand options, but
to still retain a large ftexibility for the
students. The menu at Big Al's would
undergo some changes; however.
Ruoff clarified that "things that work
[are] not going to change." He cited
wings and pizza night as two examples
of positive parts of the current menu.
A student focus group put together to
offer suggestions with these changes
will, according to Ruoff, help to
discover "what we don't have that we

want."

Future renovations of the campus
center basement will change the
"face" of Big Al's. however, the inner
workings will not change. In a further
effort to create flexibility, Ruoff said
that hours will need to be addressed.

He remarked on the late hours many
students have each night and the
limited eating options in Houghton.
Ruoff also mentioned his experience
at other schools, where the smaller

retail space revealed 1 a.m. to 2 a.m.
as the busiest hour of the day. In light
of these things, Sodexo hopes to open
Big Al's next semester with hours that
will better reflect student needs.

Another significant change

12/2/ 54-99
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Last summer, Houghton changed food service provider from Pioneer Foods to
Sodexo.

regards what is typically a freshman
meal plan, the 21 meal/200/30 block
plan. Ruoff reported that this meal
plan will be carte blanche-no
limitations. A student with this meal

plan is welcome to come as often as
they like. Though changes were also
proposed for the other meal plans,
they were not as well received and

will not be made.

Ruoff said that Sodexo at

Houghton simply hopes to give
students flexibility in an atmosphere
they are comfortable with and enjoy
eating in and to see more students in

the cafeteria with their laptops, just
like they might at "their own kitchen
table.- *

Spring Semester: Longer Breaks, Later Commencement
BY HANNAH JENNINGS

Much to the relief of students,

February Break is right around the
corner--an entire week free of classes

and the monotony of the winter
months. Upon resumption of classes

in March, the countdown to Spring
Break in April begins. But how is it
that two full weeks of break fit into

this semester's calendar?

Marge Avery, chair of the Calendar
Committee and member for 19 years,
attributes this good fortune to the way
Easter falls in the 2011 calendar. Since

the date of Easter varies-it can be

as early as Mar. 22 or as late as Apr.

Tooley cont'dfrom page 1

cards, orpamphlets that are sent out to
students. According to Van Wicklin
the department involves multiple
"moving parts," and it is imperative
that there is a "key leader" who can
run everything smoothly.

"I am excited forthis opportunity,'
said Tooley. "I eagerly anticipate
'coming to work each day, ready to
Ionquer whatever opportunity arises;
'this position will challenge me and
demand outside-of-the-box thinking
to meet needs and solve problems."
: This hiring allows the

Advancement Department to
'continue its work with neither a

large-scale shift in personnel nor the
need to familiarize an outsider with

the knowledge base necessary to
perform the duties of the position. *

25-the Calendar committee has to

work around the holiday in order to
appropriately break up the semester
each year.

"We try to have a week off at
Easter if we can, dependiu on when
it is," said Avery. "We also try to give
students and faculty two weeks if we

can," referencing the harshness of
the winter months and the benefits of

taking a break earlier in the semester
to allow for appropriate rest and

recovery. Last spring semester had a
shortened February break and a week
of Easter break.

In addition to meeting the needs
of the institution, the calendar is

Middle East cont'd from page 1

that the protests in Egypt represent
"the broad desire for freedom

around the world." Fukuyama also,
however, admonished that freedom
doesn't come automatically and
that those "who want a free and

democratic future had better get
busy."

Conversely, in an International
Business Times interview with Dr.

Paul Beran of Harvard University,
Beran explained, again in reference
to Egypt, "that the protests we have

witnessed so far have not really
been- *revolutions,"' because we are

not seeing "a complete overhaul"
of the country. Beran also said
that these demonstrations are

intended "specifically to remove
the executive authority" and are

determined by New York State
regulations as to how many classes are
scheduled. Factors, such as starting
classes on a Monday instead of a
Tuesday, as historically done. impact
the calendar as well. Originally, had
the Committee followed a typical
semester schedule there wouldn't have

been a Week of classes between Spring
Break and exam week in May. Because
this wasn't ideal, the Committee asked
to add a week of classes between

break and exams and consequently
push the date of Commencement back

one week. This required the approval
of President Mullen, the Board of

Trustees, and the notification of the

not to pursue what the interviewer
described as a "Western-style

democratic government."
Other area 5tates have since

experienced similar demonstrations.

In Libya there have been reports
of protests against Muammar al-
Gadaffi. These protests have been
notably violent.

The New York Times reported that
"Human Rights Watch has confirmed
roughly 300 deaths in the week long
uprising," while Franco Frattini,
Italian foreign minister, announced
Wednesday that it seems likely that
there are over 1000 civilian deaths.

Furthermore, Donald Macintyre
of The Independent reported Sunday
that over the weekend, "security
forces ceded control" to protesters
in the Pearl Square in Manama, in

Bahraini. In Yemen's capital city of

Class of 2011, all of which took place
over two years prior to the fact.

The Academic Calendar is

determined two and a half to three

years in advance by the Calendar
Committee of the Academic Council.

The Committee is comprised of
a representative from Events, the
Director of Rqtention. a faculty
member elected at large. a faculty
member from the Academic Council,

a student representative from the
Academic Council. the Director of

Academic Records. the Director

of Athletics, a representative from
the Conference Office, and a

representative from Student Life. *

Sana'a, demonstrations have taken

place that -appear to have stemmed...
from anger over corruption..." and
economic issues.

Protestors demonstrating for
political change took to the streets
over the weekend in Morocco. There

are also reports of protests in Iran,
where thousands of protestors were
met with police and militia, as well
as in Algeria.

This wave of unrest seems to have

even spread beyond the Middle East.
into China. An online call for popular
uprising led to arrests and increased
police in order to crack down on any
potential protests.

Developments in each of these
situations are occurring rapidly. and the
world continues to watch with interest

to see what will happen next. *
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"Doubt"Will Raise Important Questions Album Review.
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than lu.1 .111,1111.r pla> 11(,H o.r \\ hin that he N ouldrealli hketi,goh,)111. 1 hopebthat theplaw "Lanhelpus to flght tudio albums 1

koeh|ir had heard the n.1% s l.irli In mibs lin fainth .ind .eeing them Shi the 'bubble theory and recognize that Despite possessing such track titles as

tlie tall •,emelter that Jit.mati, L .h.qk| added how :s er tliat he loies the pia there are real, complex. struggling people 'Lotus Flow er' "Bloom" and 'Morning
iredit. wuld be oiTered he kdpt at the and that it . an opportunit> that I 1 on't rubbing shoulder, u ith us exerydap Mr Magpie",and having odd recordings of
opponunin % 11|i thi pld> alriad; m be able to hai e cinci I led; L here It 6 not "Doubt"  ill beplaying in the Weslev bird chirping featured m one song, "King
mind ·,hnubmmed a requat torni t„ the omething I u ant to pasuup Chapel at 7 00 pm, Mar 25 As a u hole of Limbs" feels completely mechanic and
Dean of tlie (- hapel , offie and lound out On top of gn Ing up their February the play and the discussion following will synthetic The opening track "Bloom",
u hat needed to be done to be condered Break the cast also faces other technical end at nme, chapel credit u ill be received is dnven by a stammenng drum beat so
for chapel credit bpon finding out that a LOmplilations Joining Father Flynn, if attending and staying for both It erratic, it can at times feel static Some
discussion afterthepla> wouldberequired Sister Aloystub and Sister James is a promises to be a show which will address tracks, such as the inStrumental "Feml",
Koehler happil> complied - discusgon is fourth and final character Miss Muller a feeling all Chnstians face from time to glow with precisionand alandofrobotic,
u hat he had wanted all along the mother of the child in question Miss time How do we know what we beheve chuming feeling The orchestration can be

Doubt features d great deal of Muller will also bc pla>ed 4 Engelberth to be true'? * so thick and the sounds so vaned, it may

be hard to believe you're listening to the
same band

Basketball Season Draws to a Close However, the lyrics of many of
the songs tie back to concepts heard in
previous albums The track "Little By

BY NICHOLE MOBACH of the fait thdt w e hai e played one ofthe demonstrated by our seniors They are Little" presents the plight of a modern
most challenging schedules Houghton an amazing group ofathletes and mil be citizen, and a theme that was more deeply

Thi past eekend the men . Homen s Basketball ha eer plajed ' deeply missed ' fleshed out in "OK Computer" that the
and wonien s basketball team plaed The Romen s team uill lose fi,e Although neither team w 111 modem, mechanized world we live m can

their linal gam,h of the seawn Both .entors atier this Yedr - Carrie Adams play into the post season, ending on a infect and destroy us And, of course, it
teams pia>ed tough whedules but Ashle, Dupler Shannon Daugherty somewhat disappointing note, each gaw isn't out of line to recall with this album
managed to u ma number of game. Stiphante Hudson and Kara Schrader a ; allant effort The teams will take a Radiohead's older style The gorgeous

The men + learn ended u ith a Head Loach Harold Lord said 1 nas short break and then begin preparing for track Codex" is a dreamy piano ballade
6-2 I record for the ieason I lead Loach proud of tht. effort and leadership next season * similar to their earlier ' Pyramid Song"
Dren Hannan said that it uasn t uhat "King of Limbs" , hke their previou,>

ne e\pected to aicomplibh but th.it a album. was released digitally first from

lot ot progress sia. made in other drL# their u ebsite, but it u ill later be released
rhei u ill continue to meet after a hon on C D vinyl, or as a *ne spaper" album
break and 14 111 work on improung their

1
.kill •,et. and plai ing together a a team 01_

' featunng mnous eXtras
Okerall. I think this iS a brave but not

l hi team u ill lo four senior, atter unexpected &'enture tor the band I am
f 0 4

thi. rear - Deun Paige Run Sha> always fascinatedif iththeirtnps intoakant-
f).n id I)t, and \ndreu Ratihford - - garde electronic music. and it is exciting to

ho dll iontnbutd gr:ati> to thb redr , 4  - <
see them spend another entire album, e en

kam ( odih Hannan wid that [he] though it 19 only 37 mmutes long, dabbling
Lnjoied Loachine [the learn] but thi

goal is to get better to beome a pan 01
Into what eventually becomes a rewarding

:9*'. expenenie with creativity

jIlhe po,t sedon] ne\1 ieir In a 2009 NME interview, Yorke
The women b team ended

m the post season but in the end they

, 6, . I}* suggested that the band would turn away
r<

uith d 10-16 record for the .cason ,- from releasing full-length albums and
Before their final Mo games the; uere I.

release more EPs, includmg a possible EP
unsure as to whether the, would pia oforchestral music With"Ktng of Limbs",

'1 It's exciting to see a talented band take
-

did not qualify Adistant Coach Amie PHOTO BY ANDREA PACHECO anotherdrastically different musicallook at

Stult.le said "It is disappointing to hae old themes But as their concepts change, it
been so closeandnot makeit mtopost The,tomentbaske/banteamended the season with a 10-16 record, whtle will be mteresting to see how their musical
season play, but the team can be proud the men concluded with 6-2 j style molds into those changes *
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Academy Award Coverage:

Which Best Pie Nominee Will Take the Gold?
BY ERIK BEALS

Since 1944, there have always been five

films nominated for the Academy Award

for Best Picture each year. Beginning last

year, that numberwas increased to ten. This

year, the nominees are -127 Hours" (dir.

Danny Boyle), "Black Swan" (dir. Darren

Aronofsky), l'he Fighter" (dir. David O.

Russell), "Inception", (dir. Christopher
Nolan). "The Kids Are All Right" (dir.

Lisa Cholodenko), »The King's Speech"

(dir. Tom Hooper). "The Social Nem·ork
(dir. David Fincher). -Toy Story 3" (dir.

I.ee Unkrich). "True Grit" (din Joel &

Ethan Coen). and "Winter's Bone" Mir.

Debra Granik).

Many of these films. as often is the
case. are rather unknow'n to the general
audience. The user polls on imdb.
com predict "Inception" to win with an
oremhelming 38.7°: of the votes. despite

the fact that yen· few critics are predicting
a , ieton' for this blockbuster. On the other

end of the spectruni. "Winter's Bone" has

received just 1 °/0 of the votes. e. en though

it non the Grand Jury Pae at Sundance

last year while '-The Kids Are All Right"

has received only 0.6% of the votes. even

though it walked away with the award for
Best Motion Picture - Musical or Comedy
at the Golden Globes.

None of the films are bad films by

any means, but there are some clear

front-runners in terms of quality. Ballet-
themed psychological thriller "Black

Swan" is probably the best film on the
lisi but its dark tone and horror themes

limit its appeal, and lowering its chance of

victoiy (a similar fate suffered by Quentin

Tarantino's "Inglourious Basterds" last

year). "127 Hours", "The Fighter", and

"The Kids Are All Right" are probably not

Best Picture worthy, but they'll probably

pick up some of the acting awards. No
animated film has ever won the award in

its 83-year history. and "Toy Story 3" does
not look like it's going to change that.

"Inception" and "True Grit" are fine films.

but they dont seem to be real contenders

for the award.

That leaves just -The King's Speechi:

-The Social Network", and -Winter's

Bone". While -Winter's Bone" has a

fighting chance of taking it. it would be a

dark horse victory that few are predicting

Which one o f the remaining two will win
boils down to the personal tastes of the
voters. They may choose to go with the

British historical drama of -The King's

Speechy fi nding the Facebook-related

subject matter of -The Social Network-
more trivial in comparison. The> may uant

to try to seem more "hip" and appealing

to the younger generation by shying may
from the perceived stateliness of -The

King's Speech'. The Social Network"
n on the Award for Best Motion Picture

/*

Photo counesy of awesomebmovies.com

Colin Firth, Helena Bonham Carter und GL,41}·ev Rit.h. all individucilly

nominated for acting Tlic

a

Photo courtesy of www. smh.com

Mark Wahlberg and Christian Bale (nominated for Best Supporting Actor)
in "The Fighter"

Dom.* at the Golden Globe. thi year.

In the past mo wars. the u inner of thal
aw·ard both non (-Slumdrg Millionairen

and lost (-.*atar") the award for Bes[

picture. so nell haie to see u ho takes 11

home this Sunda>. *

Photo courtesy of www. deep-focus.com

Jennifer Lawrence. nominee for Best
Actress, in "Winter: Bone"

A New Frame of Mind:

Recognition for Indie Artists Bodes Well for Music Industry

PHOTO BY JORDAN GREEN

BY ERIN CARR

Typically I am not an avid fan of
award shows; in the past I've let the
Grammy, Emmy, Academy, People's
Choice (and Teen's and Kid's Choice
- thank you MTV and Nickelodeon)
Awards pass me by without a second
thought. If it helps to illustrate my lack
of awareness, I only recently learned
- more recently than I'd like to ar|mit
- that the Oscars and Academy Awards
were one and the same. As someone

who isn't especially informed of the
films, TV programs, or music featured

on these nights, subjecting myself to all
the banal filler that enshrouds the events

usually seems like a waste of time.
This year, however, proved to be an

exception. It was my brother who told
me that Mumford & Sons, The Avett

Brothers, Bob Dylan, Arcade Fire, oh
and... Justin Bieber... would be playing
at the Grammys. I still didn't watch it.
But, I did take the time to catch up on
my facts and investigate this strange
overflow of talent. How and why did

the music industry suddenly become so
aware of such good-quality music (and
the acoustic, folksy genre that majorly
defines Mumford and the Avetts, at that)?
Arcade Fire and The Avett Brothers have

both been making music for the greater
part of a decade, and just now the former
wins Best Album of the Year (the first

indie act to do so) and the latter gets the
chance to play·with Bob Dylan and Best
New Artist nominee Mumford & Sons.

Just a reminder, but Best Album winner
last year was Taylor Swift (and even
Kanye disagreed with that decision). Why
the sudden advent in artistic awareness?

What I am implying with this
wonderment is the idea that musicians

who tend to receive the most attention,
such as Swift Bieber, or Lady Gaga, have
less attistic merit than those who don't

get recognized on VH1's "Top 20 Video
Countdown". In general - judging from
the way I find new music and make the
conscious decision not to draw from the

billboard charts - 1 hold this to be true,
whether or not I relish the term "elitist".

It's not that Taylor Swift doesn't have a
pretty voice or write catchy songs ('Love

- Story" may hijack Shakespeare's most
popular romance, but how can I resist
when that lovely, monotonous banjo
introduction sucks me in?); it's not that

Lady Gaga isn't a provocative dancer or
an innovative performing artist, or even
that her music is shallow. And Justin

Bieber certainly has become the voice of
a generation, hasn't he? (No... not like
Bob Dylan.) Simply puL I am making a
distinction between talent and artistry.
And all of the traits just mentioned are
attributable to an artist; however, there
is a line somewhere between musicians

who make art and musicians who simply
sing, play instruments, and perform.
I believe it has something to do with
creative innovation, thoughtfulness, and

originality in addition to craft or skill.
Now, to say that line directly

corresponds only to popularity is to be
an elitist (provided you are the one with
the good taste and "they" are the ones
content with whatever "mainstream"

nonsense the radio is feeding America).
The current word for this breed ofmusic

snob is "hipster', described by 77me's
Dan Fletcher as '-the friends who sneer

when you cop to liking Coldplay."
The thing is. 1 like Coldplay. And I

love Mumford & Sons. Arcade Fire and

The Avett Brothers, and regard them as
artists whether or not they are featured

on the Grammys. Undoubtedly, popular
music is not antithetical to music oftrue

artistic value.

That said, fans should never inhibit a

musician from due popularity, hoarding

the artist in hopes of boosting their
own social statuses. I view the music

industry's featuring ofunderappreciated
bands who put out quality stuff like
those mentioned a positive step in
enriching popular culture - and can
only hope to see similar things for the
future.
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Lessons Learned from the Global Church
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From the Editor's Desk

OPINIONS 17

Substance is Enduring, Form is Ephemeral"

to the

PHOTO BY DANIEL PEIXOTC

BY CHRIS HARTLINE

I recently came across this quoted
title by businessman Dee Hock and
began thinking about the sentiment as
it relates to our culture. In politics, we
are drawn to candidates who arouse

an emotional response with soaring
rhetorical flourishes and a strong sense

of likeability. In music, we try to find
the song with the sickest beat or the
artist with the most outlandish dance

moves, outfits, or hair (I recently saw
a commercial for "Showbiz Tonight"
on CNN which previewed that night's
show saying it would contain .coast to
coast coverage of Justin Bieber's new
haircut').

Letters

Editor

houghtonstar@gmail.com

[):ar /:ditor.

I'm uriting in respolise ilie Star: last
le#, eck> i)/ coverage on Houghloi)'5
cori.iciered shift to the Nl.1:1 and the re-

ient .un e> sent out on the witne topic. I
want to begm b> po.ing a .cenario. What
if, once a month. as studentb and faculty of
1 loughton. we had theppportunit> to dnnk
and .mi,ke at a local bar or Bib? One could
then make an argument. in one tomi or an-
other. of wh>' this ould be permissible
and proper fur Houghton to participate in.

I raise this situation. not to argue its
own L alidity, but to compare it with argu-
ments made when discussing the shift to
NCAA and Sunday games. Do 1 have a
problem with playing sports on Sunday?
Not especially. Do I think one could be a
Christian witness in such situations? Cer-

tainly. But my concern lies elsewhere.

Houghton has argued in the past that
the rules restricting Sunday activities (as
well as, smoking and drinking) exist to cre-
ate a cenain character and atmosphere in
the people and the college that we share.
The School's consideration of- limited Sun-

day play then suggests that we no longer
value this particular rule and the effect it
has on our college. If this is all it is. then
the worst one could say is that Houghton
b wish> -w ashy in its convictions, which is
quite J,5appointing in itself.

But I worry that the problem b more
tlhan that, 1 1-the admini.tration thinks it nec-

C...in toherid or re[iii); e this rule. a nile 1[

lia. created and delended in the pa+1. fur

.ludent. and oblaininc more nione> f'or the

On a daily basis, we probably spend
more time thinking about what we're
going to wear than w·e do about any serious
issue that will come our way hi general,

our culture places a much greater emphasis
on style than substance, a fact that does not
bode well for our future. But I always
thought this was a Hollywood thing. or
a Washington, DC thing, or a New York
City thing. I always thought real, down-

to-earth people, and obviously Christian
organizations place a much higher
emphasis on substance than style.

No Christian organization needs to

hire a marketing frm; its mission speaks
for itself right? No Christian organi,tion
needs to re-brand itself; it should be proud
of being what it is right? No Christian
organimtion needs to alter its routine when
there amvisitors; the regular routine should
be advertisement enough, right? This is
staning to sound familiar.

Last Friday, I walked into Chapel

expecting to hear the faint hum of the
organ playing a hymn which I assume
was a favorite of John Wesley, But to my
surprise, what I actually heard was a band
complete with guitars, drums, and some
sort of amplification device. And then I
realized that it was an Honors Weekend

school. .oinething i. deepl> wrong. 'I-hi, is
no ditldrem than if one decided to remain

celibate. as part 01 the Chn.tian life.t,le
the> liad Chi,hen. hut Ki ent M later to have

k, u. Awn a, celibac> got to be a dr.ly
Iii both casa the rule that u·as pre ic,u.1>

it gets m the uity of the fultillinent ofper-
winall deire. What reall> adden me 1.

that thiJ motnation t-or Inaking deck.ions

appear. to he a habitual one li,r lioughti,n

Mu·A Lam·i: C 'Ali, „/ 20/2

Dear Editor.

The artiek NPR. PBS. and Cio%ern-

Inent Spending in a -Iime oi('ni." from
todd> '* edition of the Star left me feel-
inK amblualent abou[ the 1.sue pre.ented.
While 1 agree thar there are better Ways Of
dealing w ith e.\ce>.1 e gin ernment >,pend-
Ing than targeting NPR and PBS for re-
moval from the budget. 536 million is still
a substantial sum. It may be a drop in the
pool. but e,er>' little bit helps. and I'm not
sure that the services rendered by the orga-
nization are worth the additional strain on

the nation's finances.

In the article. Hartline gives some ex-
aniples of what's good about the CPB, and
why it should be publicly funded, but the
problem is that you can say similar things

about the "Big Four." many people depend
on Medicare and Medicaid for expensive
medical bills that they couldn't otherwise
afford (the question of whether that's the

go,emment's responsibilit> is anther mat-
ter). Social Security has been so integrated
into the lives of people and the gm·emment
itself that I can't imagine it being remm ed
an> time soon (quite apart from the debate

regarding its usefulnlbs). Military· 4xmd-
ing cant be iu.tiliably cut until u'e deal
with the i,sue, at the hean of the u an go-
ing m. .uid iI,t:re.t iu..1 h.1. 14, be paid

hi bhon. re re .pending a lot !11,)re
than ue haw. bul it 11 take .1 kit lit- cline

and it all made sense. What other reason

would there be fur Houghton to seem

contemporary and current than to make a

good impression for prospective students'.'
It reminded me of a chapel last

semester that also took place ona visit day.
A similar band was playing, and President
Mullen was speaking. When she w ·as
introduced, the student gave her full bio,
listing degrees earned positions held and
various other accomplishments. In fairly
unequivocal tenns, it was made clear that
this chapel was not meant for us. it was
not meant for current students but rather

for prospective students who need to be
made awareofthe illustrious caliberofour

president. In these instances, 1 have seen
an institution that places greater emphasis
on style than it does on substance; and in a

way, this gets at the heatt ofwhat it means
to have integrity.

Francis Bacon said that "it's not what

we eat but what we digest that makes us
strong; not what we gain but what we
save that makes us rich; not what we read
but what we remember that makes us

learned; and not what we profess but what
we practice that gives us integrity." The
measure ofan institution's integrity is what
happens when people aren't looking.

and :tl'on and .111,irt chince. to drne thai

.pending doun. and 11 doen't .eem like
out· gin eminent (cir populace) ha. a.urplu.
01' .mart ciption. thebe di>.. -1-he Nua at

the hean of the budget delicit are iinponant
to :.1 3 the least. but the> 're nut :a.>. On
thi. point. [ agree nith lianline: ue a. a
11,111„Ii Ii:ed to buckle di,un and make the

tough choice that need to be made. 1-he

hardtht part i, deciding the right na> 14, gl,

Chn. Hartline-. 1·chruan 1 + piece

APR, PHS, .ind (knernment Spending m

the [lireat to a prograni of mimediate till-
portince to Houghton: AmenCorp.. The
same resolutwn cutting federal tunding
for NPR and PBS--which na, pa.ed b>
the House and i. now before the Senate--

Houghton professes to be a

Christian Liberal Arts College. but
almost in secret decides to downplay
that fact in practice. Houghton

professes to embrace some of the styles
and rituals of the Weskyan Church
but when prospective students visit, a
contemporary chapel magically appears
on the schedule. Houghton professes
to hold the Sabbath day sacred as the
Bible commands, but considers altering

the Sunday Observance Policy when
there are athletic considerations. Is this

integrity?

As one writer points out, "integrity
is what we cio, what we say, and what
we say we do." There has been a
disconnect in this department recently
at Houghton. But focusing more time
on substance and less on style would

be a good step towards restoring the
integrity on which this institution was
built

Chris is a junior History and
Political Science major

Lu,uld elimitkite ted:ral funding tor \me-

comet·11 c\en re,idenl ot \\c[crn \cH

York. but would al.41 h.ne immediate con-

..quen.0 fur Houghtlin Smc: 21(H).„rer

undenaken 11;itional ,·n ice thri,Ligh Li  
\nieri „rps. 1,[th 142 pluccment. m Bul

1-he .i,11.ge'. blund-lien tie.ler Sen ice

C „rp. initi.itiw place. dlumnI in luche-
Milith kn ice pl,hiti<,11 + I]in,lighi)lit Bul

challenge. facing the di.aduntiged. \me-
rtl'orp. 1. uorth> 4,1 (,ur,uppon. I urge >uu

blog. or 'en B).r a Meet--hecau.e Amen-
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A note from the artist:
I've often seen my life in series

of stills. from the macroscopic to
a grand scale. I've always wished

to take those images directly from
my head and share them with oth-
ers. Ive never really been a good

painter or drawer, but I found pho-
tography as my outlet for show-
ing others that which they may

not have seen for themselves. At

Houghton I found I could blend
photography and my other cre-

ative inftuences through printmak-
ing. To be able to see my captured
frames come alive in their stillness

fuels my excitement for this life
and these things that 1 love.

hannah yanega
ARTISTof the WEEK




